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ABSTRACT This paper is situated at the margins of what has become known as ‘Digital Humanities’, i.e. a discipline that applies computational methods of investigation to literary texts. Its aim is to suggest a new, somewhat different take on the relationship between the humanities and digitality by putting forward the following proposition: if the Digital Humanities encompass the study of software, writing and code, then they need to critically investigate the role of digitality in constituting the very concepts of the ‘humanities’ and the human. In other words, I want to suggest that a deep understanding of the mutual co-constitution of technology and the human is needed as an essential part of any work undertaken within the Digital Humanities. I will draw on the concept of ‘originary technicity’ (Stiegler 1998, 2009; Derrida 1976, 1994; Beardsworth 1995, 1996; Critchley 2009) and on my own recent research into software as a form of writing - research that can be considered part of the (also emerging) field of Software Studies/Code Studies - to demonstrate how a deconstructive reading of software and code can shed light on the mutual co-constitution of the digital and the human. I will also investigate what consequences such a reading can have - not just for the ‘humanities’ and for media and cultural studies but also for the very concept of disciplinarity.
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In the last six years, my research on software (including my doctoral project at Goldsmiths, University of London) has been inspired by my previous experience of more than a decade of designing software for telecommunications for a number of companies across two continents. I was fortunate enough to have witnessed, and made a small contribution to, the birth of the second generation of mobile telephony, or GSM (a geological stratum of current G3/UMTS).1 In the early 1990s I wrote the SS7 TCAP (Transaction Capabilities Application Part) protocol for Italtel-Siemens telephone exchanges and enjoyed a protracted struggle with C language, UNIX, a few types of Assembler languages and a range of European and world-wide standards and recommendations. I also experienced the expansion of digital mobile telephony into Russia and China in the early to mid-1990s and developed software for SMS (Short Message Service) at a time when nobody used the term ‘texting’ and when adding text messaging to mobile communications was considered by many (including myself) an unpromising idea.2 However, over time I started questioning my own engagement with technology. Perhaps a mix of my background in the humanities, my general wariness of the corporate environment and the political commitment to ‘think differently’ that came from my involvement with the Italian left, with the unions and also with the queer movement throughout the 1990s made me quite conscious of the limits of the merely technical understanding of technology. Thus, my more recent research on software has also stemmed from my desire to ask different questions of technology from those posed by the technical environment in which I had an opportunity to
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GSM was originally a European project. In 1982, the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunication Administration (CEPT) instituted the Groupe Spécial Mobile (GSM) to develop a standard for a mobile telephone system that could be used across Europe. In 1989 the responsibility for GSM was transferred to the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). GSM was re-signified as the English acronym for Global System for Mobile Communications and Phase One of the GSM specifications were published in 1990. The world first public GSM call was made on 1 July 1991 in a city park in Helsinki, Finland, an event which is now considered the birthday of second-generation mobile telephony – the first generation of mobile telephony to be completely digital. In the early 1990s Phase Two of GSM was designed and launched, and GSM rapidly became the world-wide standard for digital mobile telephony. A decade later it led to the third-generation mobile telecommunication systems – the Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) (Kaaranen et al. 2005). 2 TCAP is a digital signaling system that enables communication between different parts of digital networks, such as telephone switching centers and databases. SMS is a communication service standardized as part of the GSM network (the first definition of SMS is to be found in the GSM standards as early as 1985), which allows for the exchange of short text messages between mobile telephones. The SMS service was developed and commercialized in the early 1990s. Today SMS text messaging is the most widely used data application in the world.
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work. In 2004, when I first began investigating the nature of software from a non-technical point of view, the context of media and cultural studies presented the most interesting academic framework for such an enquiry - although I have actually ended up questioning media and cultural studies’ approach to technology. At that time, the cultural research on digitality found its academic collocation within the (then emerging) academic cluster of ‘new media studies’, or ‘digital media studies’ – a field still considered quite innovative today, at least in the British academy. Thus, the principal aim of my research was to propose an analytical framework for the cultural understanding of the group of technologies commonly referred to as ‘new’ or ‘digital’. Taking into account the complexity and shifting meanings of the term ‘new technologies’, I understood these technologies (as I still do) as sharing one common characteristic: they were and are based on software. In 2004 the currency of the term ‘software’ in public and academic discourses did not yet match that of ‘new technologies’, although its appearance was becoming more and more frequent, ultimately leading to today’s emergence of one - or perhaps even two - newer fields, denominated Software Studies and/or Code Studies. I will come back to Software and Code Studies later on in this paper. However, the meaning of ‘software’ (and, in parallel, of ‘code’) seems to me to be equally shifting and unclear today than it was six years ago. Thus, I still want to argue here that, in order to understand what new technologies are, we need first of all to focus on what software is. This question needs to be dealt with seriously if we want to begin to appreciate the role of technology in contemporary culture and society. In other words, I call for a radical ‘demystification’ of new technologies through a demystification of software. I also maintain that in order to understand new technologies we need first of all to address the mystery that surrounds their functioning and that affects our comprehension of their relationship to the cultural and social realm. This will ultimately involve a radical rethinking of what we mean by ‘technology’, ‘culture’, and ‘society’. Moreover, I want to argue that such rethinking needs to be placed at the core of the emerging field of Digital Humanities. As daring as this claim might seem, I understand Digital Humanities as being about not just the application of computational methods of investigation to literary and cultural texts (however interesting and even revolutionary this can be), but also about a deeper rethinking of the relationship between humanities and digitality. I want to make 3



the suggestion that Digital Humanities also encompass the study of software, writing and code together and - even more importantly – that they address the question of the role of digitality in constituting the very concept of the ‘humanities’ and of the human. But let me start from the first point I have mentioned - that is, the importance of intimately engaging with digital technologies and software. The reason I believe such engagement is needed is not only related to the pervasiveness of these technologies in our world, but also to the fact that we are constantly being asked or even forced to make decisions about software-based technologies in our everyday life: for instance, when having to decide whether to use commercial or free software, when to upgrade our computer, or whether we should own one at all. I am particularly interested in the political significance that our – conscious and unconscious - involvement with technology carries. Therefore, with my research on software I also seek a way to think new technologies politically. More precisely, I argue that the main political problem with new technologies is that they exhibit - in the words of the French philosopher Bernard Stiegler – a ‘deep opacity’ (Stiegler 1998: 21). As Stiegler maintains, ‘we do not immediately understand what is being played out in technics, nor what is being profoundly transformed therein, even though we unceasingly have to make decisions regarding technics, the consequences of which are felt to escape us more and more’ (21).3 I suggest that, in order to develop political thinking about new technologies, we need to start by tackling their opacity. To be able to elaborate further on what I mean by demystifying the opacity of new technologies, and particularly of software, let me go back for a moment to the examination of the place of new technologies in today’s academic debate. As I said, new technologies are an important focus of academic reflection in the British academy, particularly in media and cultural studies. With the formulation ‘media and cultural studies’ I mean to highlight that the reflection on new technologies is positioned at the intersection of the academic traditions of cultural studies and media studies. Nevertheless, to think that technology has only recently emerged as a significant issue in media and cultural studies would be a mistake. In fact, I want to argue that technology (in its broadest sense) has been present in media and cultural studies from the start, as a constitutional concept. The intertwining between the concepts of ‘medium’ and ‘technology’ dates back to what some 3



We can provisionally assume here that the word ‘technics’ (belonging to Stiegler’s partially Heideggerian philosophical vocabulary) indicates in this context contemporary technology, and therefore includes what I am referring to here as ‘new technologies’.
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define as the ‘foundational’ debate between Raymond Williams and Marshall McLuhan (Lister 2003: 74). While a detailed discussion of this debate would divert us from the main focus of this paper, it must be noticed that in his work McLuhan was predominantly concerned with the technological nature of the media, while Williams emphasized the fact that technology was always socially and culturally shaped. At the risk of a certain oversimplification, we can say that British media and cultural studies has to a large extent been informed by Williams’ side of the argument – and has thus focused its attention on the cultural and social formations surrounding technology, while rejecting the ghost of ‘technological determinism’, and frequently dismissing any overt attention paid to technology itself as ‘McLuhanite’ (Lister 2003: 73). Yet technology has entered the field of media and cultural studies precisely thanks to McLuhan’s insistence on its role as an agent of change. One must be reminded at this point that, in the perspective of media and cultural studies, to study technology ‘culturally’ means to follow the trajectory of a particular ‘technological object’ (generally understood as a technological product), and to explore ‘how it is represented, what social identities are associated with it, how it is produced and consumed, and what mechanisms regulate its distribution and use’ (DuGay et al. 1997: 3). Such an analysis concentrates on ‘meaning’, and on the way in which a technological object is made meaningful. Meaning is understood as not arising from the technological object ‘itself’, but from the way it is represented in the discourses surrounding it. By being brought into meaning, the technological object is constituted as a ‘cultural artefact’ (10). Thus, meaning emerges as intrinsic to the definition of ‘culture’ deployed by media and cultural studies. This is the case in Williams’ classical definition of culture as a ‘description of a particular way of life’, and of cultural analysis as ‘the clarification of the meanings and values implicit and explicit in particular ways of life’ (Williams 1961: 57), as well as in a more recent understanding of ‘culture’ as ‘circulation of meanings’ (a formulation that takes into account that diverse, often contested meanings are produced, shared and communicated within different social groups, and that they generally reflect the play of powers in society) (Hall 1997; DuGay et al. 1997). When approaching new technologies, media and cultural studies has therefore predominantly focused on the intertwined processes of production, reception, and consumption, that is on the discourses and practices of new technologies’ producers and users. From this perspective, even a technological object as ‘mysterious’ as software is addressed by asking how it has been made into a significant cultural object. For instance, in his 2003 article on software, Adrian 5



Mackenzie demonstrates the relevance of software as a topic of study essentially by examining the new social and cultural formations that surround it (Mackenzie 2003). It seems to me that an analogous claim is made by Lev Manovich in his recent book, Software Takes Command (2008). In this book Manovich argues that media studies has not yet investigated ‘software itself’, and advances a proposal for a new field of study named ‘software studies’ (a name that in fact he was the first to use in 1999). He goes on to propose a ‘canon’ for software studies that includes Marshall McLuhan, Robert Innis, Matthew Fuller, Katherine Hayles, Alexander Galloway and Friedrich Kittler among others. However, when he speaks of ‘software itself’, Manovich is adamant that ‘software’ does not mean ‘code’ – that is, computer programs. For him, software studies should focus on software as a cultural object - or, in Manovich’s own terms, as ‘another dimension in the space of culture’ (Manovich 2008: 4). Software becomes ‘culturally visible’ only when it becomes visual – namely, ‘a medium’ and therefore ‘the new engine of culture’ (4). To give another example, this perspective seems to be very popular among the participants in the on-line seminar group on Critical Code Studies started by Mark Marino (University of Southern California) on 1st Feb 2010 and meant to last until 12th March 2010 - although it is probably too early to say where the discussion is actually leading the participants. Although I recognize that the study of cultural formations surrounding software remains very important and politically meaningful, I suggest that it should be supplemented by an alternative, or I would even hesitantly say more ‘direct’, investigation of technology – although I will raise questions for this notion of ‘directness’ later on. In other words, as I have suggested above, in order to understand the role that new technologies play in our lives and the world as a whole, we also need to shift the focus of analysis from the practices and discourses concerning them to a thorough investigation of how new technologies work, and, in particular, of how software works and of what it does. Let me now explain how such an investigation of software can be undertaken. By arguing for the importance of such an investigation, I do not mean that a ‘direct observation’ of software is possible. I am well aware that any relationship we can entertain with software is always mediated, and that software might well be ‘unobservable’. In fact, I intend to take away all the implications of ‘directness’ that the concept of ‘demystifying’ or ‘engaging with’ software may bring with it. I am particularly aware that software has never been univocally 6



defined by any disciplinary field (including technical ones) and that it takes different forms in different contexts. For instance, a computer program written in a programming language and printed on a piece of paper is software. When such a program is executed by a computer machine, it is no longer visible, although it might remain accessible through changes in the status of the machine (such as the blinking of lights, or the flowing of characters on a screen) – and it is still defined as software. In my own study on software I have started from a rather widely accepted definition of software as the totality of all computer programs as well as all the written texts related to computer programs. This definition constitutes the conceptual foundation of Software Engineering, a technical discipline born in the late 1960s to help programmers design software cost-effectively. Software Engineering describes software development as an advanced writing technique that translates a text or a group of texts written in natural languages (namely, the requirements specifications of the software ‘system’) into a binary text or group of texts (the executable computer programs), through a step-by-step process of gradual refinement (Humphrey 1989; Sommerville 1995). As Professor of Software Engineering at St Andrews University Ian Sommerville explains, ‘software engineers model parts of the real world in software. These models are large, abstract and complex so they must be made visible in documents such as system designs, user manuals, and so on. Producing these documents is as much part of the software engineering process as programming’ (Sommerville 1995: 4) This formulations show that ‘software’ does not only mean ‘computer programs’. A comprehensive definition of software also includes the whole of technical literature related to computer programs, including methodological studies on how to design computer programs that is, including Software Engineering literature itself. The essential move that such an inclusive definition allows me to make consists in transforming the problem of engaging with software into the problem of reading it. Thus, my research on software asks to what extent and in what way software can be described as legible. Moreover, since Software Engineering is concerned with the methodologies for writing software, I also ask to what extent and in what way software can actually be seen as a form of writing. Such a reformulation enables me to take the textual aspects of software seriously. In this context, concepts such as ‘reading’, ‘writing’, ‘document’ and ‘text’ are no mere metaphors. Rather, they are Software Engineering’s privileged mode of dealing with software as a technical object. I would go as far as to say that
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in the discipline of Software Engineering software’s technicity is dealt with as a form of writing. It is important to notice that, in order to investigate software’s readability and to attempt to read it, the concept of reading itself needs to be problematized. In fact, if we accept that software presents itself as a distinctive form of writing, we need to be aware that it consequently invites a distinctive form of reading. But to read software as conforming to the strategies it enforces upon its reader would mean to read it like a computer professional would, that is in order to make it function as software. I want to argue that reading software on its own terms is not equal to reading it functionally. For this reason, I have developed a strategy for reading software by drawing on Jacques Derrida’s concept of ‘deconstruction’. However controversial and uncertain a definition of ‘deconstruction’ might be, I am essentially taking it up here as a way for stepping outside of a conceptual system while simultaneously continuing to use its concepts and demonstrating their limitations (Derrida 1980). ‘Deconstruction’ in this sense aims at ‘undoing, decomposing, desedimenting’ a conceptual system, not in order to destroy it but in order to understand how it has been constituted (Derrida 1985).4 According to Derrida, in every conceptual system we can detect a concept that is actually unthinkable within the conceptual structure of the system itself – therefore, it has to be excluded by the system, or, rather, it must remain unthought to allow the system to exist. A deconstructive reading of software therefore asks: what is it that has to remain unthought within the conceptual structure of software?5 In Derrida’s words (1980), such a reading looks for a point of ‘opacity’, for a concept that escapes the foundations of the system in which it is nevertheless located and for which it remains unthinkable. It looks for a point where the conceptual system that constitutes software ‘undoes itself’6. For this reason, a deconstructive reading of software is the opposite of a functional
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In ‘Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences’ (1980), while reminding us that his concept of deconstruction was developed in dialogue with structuralist thought, Derrida speaks of ‘structure’ rather than of conceptual systems, or of systems of thought. Even though it is not possible to discuss this point in depth here, I would like to point out how, in the context of that essay, ‘structure’ hints at as complex a formation as, for instance, the ensemble of concepts underlying social sciences, or even the whole of Western philosophy. 5 I am making an assumption here - namely that software is a conceptual system as much as it is a form of writing and a material object. In fact, the investigation of these multiple modes of existence of software is precisely what is at stake in my research on software. In the context of the present paper, and for the sake of clarity, I am concentrating on the effects of a deconstructive reading of a ‘structure’ understood in quite an abstract sense. 6 According to Derrida, deconstruction is not a methodology, in the sense that it is not a set of immutable rules that can be applied to any object of analysis – because the very concepts of ‘rule’, of ‘object’ and of ‘subject’ of analysis, themselves belong to a conceptual system (broadly speaking, they belong to the Western tradition of thought), and therefore are subject to deconstruction too. As a result, ‘deconstruction’ is something that ‘happens’ within a conceptual system, rather than a methodology. It can be said that any conceptual system is always in deconstruction, because it unavoidably reaches a point where it unties or disassembles its own presuppositions. On the other hand, since it is perfectly possible to remain oblivious to the permanent occurrence of deconstruction, there is a need for us to actively
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reading. For a computer professional, the point where the system ‘undoes itself’ is a malfunction, something that needs to be fixed. From the perspective of deconstruction, in turn, it is a point of revelation, in which the conceptual system underlying the software is clarified. Actually, I want to suggest that Derrida’s point of ‘opacity’ is also simultaneously the locus where Stiegler’s ‘opacity’ disappears - that is, where technology allows us to see how it has been constituted. Being able to put into question at a fundamental level the premises on which a given conception of technology rests would prove particularly important when making decisions about it, and would expand our capacity for thinking and using technology politically, not just instrumentally. Let me consider briefly some of the consequences that this examination of software might have for the way in which media and cultural studies deals with new technologies, as well as for the field of Digital Humanities. As a first step, it is important to notice how recent strands of Software and Code Studies aim at reading code with the instruments of close reading as it is performed in the study of literature. They do so with a view to ‘unmask’ the ‘ideological presuppositions’ at work in code. Thus, for instance, in a recent paper titled ‘Disrupting Heteronormative Codes: When Cylons in Slash Goggles Ogle Anna Kournikova’, Mark Marino argues that, by reading code, we can uncover the heteronormative assumptions at work in the functioning of a virus (a worm, in fact) called AnnaKournikova, which in 2000-2001 managed to infect hundreds of thousands of computers by offering illicit pictures of the famous tennis star. The worm spread as an email whose subject line read as ‘Here you have!’. It carried a .jpg attachment which was in fact a piece of malware written in Visual Basic Script – i.e. dangerous code which infected the computer when the recipient of the email clicked on the attachment. ‘Reading’ the inscription of heterosexual desire, as well as the presupposition of heterosexuality and the ideology of heteronormativity in the AnnaKournikova code (as Marino does) might be somehow problematic. And yet, this is an approach that a conspicuous strand of Critical Code Studies considers viable and promising. Although I deem this perspective interesting and important, I also think that a deep engagement with software must first and foremost problematize the conceptual structure of software as such – i.e. it should ask questions about how software and code have taken the form they have today. For instance, in my research project I have developed an analysis of the emergence of the discipline of Software Engineering at the end of the 1960s as a strategy for the industrialization ‘perform’ it, that is to make its permanent occurrence visible. In this sense deconstruction is also a productive, creative process.
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of the production of software. I have shown that early Software Engineering understood software as a process of material inscription that continuously opened up and reaffirmed the boundaries between what was then named ‘software’, ‘writing’ and ‘code’. Software Engineering established itself as a discipline through an attempt to control the constitutive fallibility of software-based technology. Such fallibility – that is, the unexpected consequences inherent in software – was dealt with through the organization and linearization of the time of software development. Software Engineering also understood software as the ‘solution’ to preexistent ‘problems’ or ‘needs’ present in society, therefore advancing an instrumental understanding of software. However, both the linearization of time and the understanding of software as a tool were continuously undone by the unexpected consequences brought about by software – which consequently had to be excluded and controlled in order for software to reach a point of stability. At the same time, such unexpected consequences remained necessary to software’s development. A thorough analysis of the different stages of software development as described in the conference report of the first conference on Software Engineering convened by NATO in 1968 in Garmisch (Germany) (Naur and Randell 1969) can actually show how the unforeseeable consequences of software were inscribed in software itself in all its forms.7 To give another example, software was constituted in the seminal theory of programming languages of the late 1960s as a process of unstable linearization. In the early theory of programming languages (as detailed for instance in the foundational book titled Formal Languages and Their Relation to Automata and published by John E. Hopcroft and Jeffrey D. Ullman in 1969), software was understood through concepts derived from Chomskyian linguistics – namely language, grammars and the alphabet. In my investigation of software I have paid such a close attention to the conceptualization of software as writing not in order to argue that software is a form of writing – at least, not ‘writing’ in any historical sense of the word (or what Derrida would call ‘writing in the narrow sense’). On the contrary, I wan to argue that, in historically specific circumstances, ‘software’ has been constituted in relation with (historically specific) concepts of language and writing that must be investigated in their historical singularity. Even more importantly, it must be kept in mind that these observations are not automatically valid for all software. Every instance of 7



In particular, the unforeseeable consequences of software were inscribed in code by means of its characteristics of ‘extensibility’ and ‘modularity’. The combination of extensibility and modularity constituted a way to calculate the future of an open-ended software system – but, since nobody could anticipate what an open-ended system would do, or what could be done with it, it also kept the possibility of the unforeseeable open. The figure of the ‘user’ of software represented both the instability of the instrumental understanding of software and the capacity of software to escape instrumentality through the unexpected consequences it generated.
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software needs to be studied per se, and problematized accordingly. What is more, the opacity of software cannot be dispelled merely through an analysis of what software ‘really is’ – for instance by saying that software is ‘really’ just hardware (Kittler 1995), or by unmasking the economical interests behind it, or by contrasting the theory of software against the personal selfaccounts of programmers (Fuller 2003). Rather, one must acknowledge that software is always both conceptualized according to a metaphysical framework and capable of escaping it – and the singular points of opacity of singular instances of software need to be brought to light. (Or, as Derrida would have it, the process of deconstruction needs to be carried out.) Thus, I want to suggest here that Software Studies and Code Studies do not need to make a knowledge claim with regard to what software is. They should rather ask what software does – and, with a view to that, investigate historically specific (or rather, singular) instances of software in order to show how software works. Such investigation would probably bring to the fore the fact that the conceptualization of software is always problematic, since in every singular understanding of software there are points of opacity. In other words, parts of the conceptual system which structures software have to remain unthought in order for software to exist. Let me now go back to the importance of such conceptualization of software for the field of media and cultural studies and for the Digital Humanitites. We have already seen that the issue of technology has been present in media and cultural studies from the very beginning, and that the debate around technology has contributed to defining the methodological orientation of the field. For this reason, it is quite understandable that rethinking technology would entail a rethinking of media and cultural studies’ distinctive features and boundaries. A deconstructive reading of software will enable us to do more than just uncover the conceptual presuppositions that preside over the constitution of software itself. In fact, such an investigation will have a much larger influence on our way of conceptualising what counts as ‘academic knowledge’. To understand this point better, not only must one be reminded that new technologies change the form of academic knowledge through new practices of scholarly communication and publication as well as shifting its focus, so that that the study of new technologies has eventually become a ‘legitimate’ area of academic research. Furthermore, as Gary Hall (2002: 111) points out, new technologies change the very nature and content of academic knowledge. In a famous passage, Jacques Derrida wondered about the influence of specific technologies of communication (such as print media and postal services) on the field of psychoanalysis by 11



asking ‘what if Freud had had e-mail?’ (Derrida 1996). If we acknowledge that available technology has a formative influence on the construction of knowledge, then a reflection on new technologies implies a reflection on the nature of academic knowledge itself. But, as Hall maintains, paradoxically ‘we cannot rely merely on the modern “disciplinary” methods and frameworks of knowledge in order to think and interpret the transformative effect new technology is having on our culture, since it is precisely these methods and frameworks that new technology requires us to rethink’ (Hall 2002: 128). According to Hall, cultural studies is the ideal starting point for a study of new technologies, precisely because of its open and unfixed identity as a field. A critical attitude toward the concept of disciplinarity has characterized cultural studies from the start. Such a critical attitude informs cultural studies’ own disciplinarity, its own academic institutionalisation (115). Yet Hall argues that cultural studies has not always been up to such self-critique, since very often it has limited itself to an ‘interdisciplinarity’ attitude understood only as an incorporation of heterogeneous elements from various disciplines - what has been called the ‘pick’n’mix’ approach of cultural studies but not as a thorough questioning of the structure of disciplinarity itself. He therefore suggests that cultural studies should pursue a deeper self-reflexivity, in order to keep its own disciplinarity and commitment open. This self-reflexivity would be enabled by the establishment of a productive relationship between cultural studies and deconstruction. The latter is understood here, first of all, as a problematizing reading that would permanently question some of the fundamental premises of cultural studies itself. Thus, cultural studies would remain acutely aware of the influence that the university, as a political and institutional structure, exercises on the production of knowledge (namely, by constituting and regulating the competences and practices of cultural studies practitioners). It is precisely in this awareness, according to Hall, that the political significance of cultural studies resides. Given that media and cultural studies is a field which is particularly attentive to the influences of the academic institution on knowledge production, and considering the central role played by technology in the constitution of media and cultural studies, as well as its potential to change the whole framework of this (already self-reflexive) disciplinary field, I want to argue here that a rethinking of technology based upon a deconstructive reading of software needs to entail a reflection on the theoretical premises of the methods and frameworks of academic knowledge. In turn, such reflection is precisely what allows us to think of such a field as Digital Humanities. Moreover, this process of the problematization of technology is creative, productive and politically meaningful. In fact, it shows that, since not everything in technology 12



can be thought (or fully conceptualized within one consistent framework), and since there always remain points of opacity, technology also always brings about unexpected consequences. This is the problem that I have started from, or the question that, following Stielger, I have emphasized earlier on – namely, that we need to make decisions about a technology which is always somehow opaque. These decisions are ethical and political and they influence our very existence as human beings – not just as users of tools and machines but also as beings that co-emerge and co-evolve with technology. If one takes into account the unavoidable opacity of technology, no Habermasian way out of this dilemma can be imagined – namely, it is not enough for policy makers and citizens to make ‘informed’ decisions regarding technology. Of course, such decisions are inevitable and necessary, but it must also be kept in mind that not everything in technology is calculable, and that therefore every decision about technology is an assumption of responsibility for something that we cannot actually foresee. And yet a decision must be made, and responsibility needs to be taken. The more ethical decisions are the ones that take into account – or, in other words, do not mask - this dilemma and that give account of their own reasons. By making these decisions responsibly, new possibilities are being opened, while others are being foreclosed. In fact, such decisions do not just affect technology; they also change our experience of time, our modes of thought and, ultimately, our understanding of what it means to be human. In this sense, we gain a sense of who we are only through technology. For this reason, I want to suggest that paying continuous and careful attention to the singularity of new technologies – as well as to the singularity of specific disciplinary practices - is the way of guaranteeing the development of a politically informed and responsible agenda for the emergent field of digital humanities.
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